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The eighth edition of Public Administration: Understanding Management, Politics, and Law in the

Public Sector grounds students in the fundamentals of public administration while embracing its

complexity. It describes, explains, and analyses public administration through the lenses of three

well-established perspectives: management, politics, and law. This edition retains its strong U.S.

focus while broadening the discussion and themes in recognition of its adoption in about twenty

countries abroad and to enhance its global utility as a â€œworld text.â€•Instructors and students can

now access their course content through the Connect digital learning platform by purchasing either

standalone Connect access or a bundle of print and Connect access. McGraw-Hill ConnectÂ® is a

subscription-based learning service accessible online through your personal computer or tablet.

Choose this option if your instructor will require Connect to be used in the course. Your subscription

to Connect includes the following:â€¢ SmartBookÂ® - an adaptive digital version of the course

textbook that personalizes your reading experience based on how well you are learning the

content.â€¢ Access to your instructorâ€™s homework assignments, quizzes, syllabus, notes,

reminders, and other important files for the course.â€¢ Progress dashboards that quickly show how

you are performing on your assignments and tips for improvement.â€¢ The option to purchase (for a

small fee) a print version of the book. This binder-ready, loose-leaf version includes free

shipping.Complete system requirements to use Connect can be found here:

http://www.mheducation.com/highered/platforms/connect/training-support-students.html
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Public Administration: Understanding Management, Politics, and Law in the Public Sector is a

textbook that explicitly examines and explains the three major issues of public administration:

management, politics, and law. It is an excellent text for advanced undergraduate or graduate

students. In addition, this book identifies the differences in roles involved in public administration.

For example, it describes the difference between the managerial and leadership roles in delivering

public services. It discusses the traditional management style versus the New Public Management

style in dealing with accountability on the part of administration, as well as the public.

This was a required text book for one of the classes in my master of public administration program

(MPA). I found it to be extremely useful for understanding both the historical evolution of public

administration and the current practice. The emphasis on the (sometimes conflicting) managerial,

legal, and political perspectives of each aspect of public administration works nicely if you are also

learning the Hamiltonian, Madisonian, and Jeffersonian perspectives on the founding of the

government. I always find it useful to understand and remember how things work if I get a good

explanation of why it is so--this book does a good job of balancing the how/why.It's not a text for the

casual reader, but if you are a graduate student, plan to be (or already are) a public manager, or just

want a thorough grounding in the theory and practice of public administration, this book will serve

you well.Since I know some students don't buy books on their syllabi for financial reasons or for

stubbornness, my recommendation is to get the book. It also makes a great reference for the papers

you'll have to write.

I used this book for a class. I also used this book to tutor student who were having problems in their

civics classes. The senators who are running for President will need this book to review before they

start debating for office.

Text is hard to read and understand from a layman point of view.

This is certainly a key textbook on issues of public administration with an impact even beyond the

U.S.. It covers a wide range of internationally important fields. I will include it in a master course in

Tbilisi/Georgia having profitted a lot from its concise and comprehensive approach

textbooks as described.



I decided I do to need this, but it is a useful start.

Good book that came in good condition.
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